
LELO launches TIANI™ Harmony: For sextraordinary encounters near, far,
wherever you are

TIANI™ Harmony, the app-controlled couples massager for intense, all-encompassing
pleasure.

There’s a widespread misconception that sex toys are something you use before you meet your
partner. That is a fallacy. Sex toys can create unique opportunities for pleasure and bonding
between partners. It is like adding frosting on top of a delicious cupcake. With this in mind, LELO
created the latest addition to its bestselling TIANI™ range, the TIANI™ Harmony!

Strengthening your bond

It is no mystery a personal connection grows from a feeling of comfort and losing oneself in
moments of shared pleasure with your partner. Cue in TIANI™ Harmony app-controlled vibrator
for couples. It features two motors that bring arousal to both partners, leading to a most intimate
common goal - a harmonious orgasm.

The plan is simple - adjust TIANI™ Harmony, so both of you feel the vibrations and let the passion
work its magic. Once comfortable, use the app to unleash the extra vibration patterns and
reshape your daily routine into an orgasmic spectacle for two - to enhance the sensations of
both partners during sex. The smooth, insertable tail is worn by the woman and brings pleasure to
both partners, while the larger top brings satisfying vibrations to the clitoris for the ultimate
pleasure while sending seducing, gentile waves of vibration towards the penis.

TIANI™ Harmony’s two vibrating motors work in tandem to provide a dual sensation, both inside
and out. The app control allows for the the best hands free experience and the chance to fully
immerse yourself in the moment shared with your partner.

Soft and flexible, TIANI™ Harmony fits a wide range of anatomies, making it suitable for
everybody. It's made for the explorers ready to delve into the sensual, passionate moments with
their partner. TIANI™ Harmony bends to suit all body shapes comfortably, helping you achieve a
synchronised harmonious orgasm.
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http://www.lelo.com/
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TIANI™ Harmony in a nutshell:
● App connected. Connect and control your device via Bluetooth for extended pleasure.
● Two vibrating motors provide dual sensation inside and out.
● 10 powerful pleasure settings.
● Body safe premium silicone
● Fully waterproof & USB rechargeable
● 1-year warranty & 10-year quality guarantee
● Comes in black and aqua

RRP: 159 euros/dolars
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